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janusGATE Mobile 
MOBILE EMAIL MANAGEMENT FOR  

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SECURE EMAIL USERS 

Why worry about mobile email security? 
Email is by far the most used mobile business application and your colleagues are sending, 
receiving and holding more data than ever on their mobile devices.  Much of it could be 
privileged information and, once on a mobile device it is outside your network and control.  
 
Small and portable mobile devices are frequently misplaced or lost, it’s easy to see why 
mobile email security is a concern to the operators of the Criminal Justice Secure eMail 
(CJSM) system.  Mobile email connectivity uses a separate channel, thus it has to be 
managed in a different way to standard email controls. 

Focus on sensitive email 
janusGATE Mobile filters email traffic before it reaches the mobile device and, if sensitive, 
alerts the user with a simple message to access the full information from their corporate 
desktop. janusGATE Mobile’s flexible rules set can be varied to suit your situation, or role 
in the firm, such as by: 
 

 Identifying privileged information by email subject 

 Restricting content based on email domain ( from real.person@csjm.net) 

 Blocking all attachments yet letting emails pass 

 Stopping emails but letting calendar or contact information pass 

 Stopping any Personally Identifiable Information (PII)  

 Redacting specific types of information.  

Compliance, Security and Productivity 
Now that, practitioners, firms can connect to the CJSM via the firm’s email system it         
becomes even more important for compliance reasons that a CJSM email does not either  
get delivered or accidentally forwarded within the firm to a colleague’s mobile device.  
janusGATE Mobile can filter out the prevent messages from the CJSM system being delivered 
to a mobile device, while still alerting the recipient that they have an email that needs their 
attention. 
 
By simply controlling the content that is sent to the phone, you can attain a balance between 
productivity and compliance and without special applications being loaded onto mobile   
devices.   
 
Software originally designed to control sensitive Government communications can be      
applied by law firms to offer practitioners better notification  without compromising security 
or compliance.  
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About janusNET 
janusNET was founded in 2004 . We develop solutions and products to enable and enforce security classification policies 
and     advanced messaging solutions. Our technology is used globally in government and private enterprise. 

janusGATE Mobile 
FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE SECURE EMAIL USERS 

Evaluate janusGATE Mobile  
by completing the webform 
please follow this link 

 
BENEFITS 

Responsiveness 
Immediately receiving notifications  can increase your awareness and responsiveness to  
matters. 

Efficiency 
Reduce clerical workload as CJSM email notifications are automatically created thus  
removing the need for manual checks. 

Choice 
Use the devices you want and change devices whenever new ones are released that suit 
your taste. Work where and how you wish, knowing your sensitive emails are             
controlled. 

Adaptability 
Add new devices, customise rules per device or by role, connect external  partners, or 
take on temporary or contract employees, and give them secure mobile email access 
quickly. Scale-up without high cost, unnecessary complexity or delay.   

Flexibility 
Start with simple filtering rules to suit your situation and change them as you need.          
janusGATE Mobile also works with any email classification system. 

Peace of mind 
Reduce your risk by replacing  sensitive information before it’s delivered to mobile   
devices. Enforce your policies for email to mobile devices and enhance your compliance.  

Prevention / notification scenarios 
 Email from CJSM delivered to      

Outlook (desktop computer),      
notification sent to mobile. 

 Email originally from CJSM            
forwarded internally prevented 
from being delivered to new        
recipient's mobile (still notified). 

 Email from CJSM forwarded        
externally then use janusSEAL for 
Outlook, to warn or prevent,       
janusGATE Exchange to block, or 
existing SMTP email gateway 

   iPhone & iPad 

Blackberry 

Android 

Supported Devices 
Any that use ActiveSync 

Windows 

Operating Environment 
janusGATE Mobile operates with Microsoft 
Exchange Server 2007, 2010 and 2013.  
ActiveSync e-mail clients are present on the 
following smartphone operating systems: 

 Apple iOS (iPhone, iPad) 

 Google Android 

 Windows Phone/Mobile 

 BlackBerry 
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